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Industry News
Focus on 5G...
Broadcom Announces First 5G Hotspot
Broadcom this month released a 5G Wi-Fi hotspot in South Korea through SK Telecom. The
company says its new router, reportedly the first of its kind, is three times faster and six times
more power efficient than previous devices. More...
T-Mobile Could be First in U.S. with 5G
After rolling out its LTE network later than other carriers, T-Mobile says it could be one of the first
to launch a 5G network. Why? Because of its late LTE rollout, the company is now using
hardware that's two years newer than anyone else, meaning they're potentially ahead of other
providers. More...
University of Surrey Unveils 5G Research Center
More than 200 people will be employed at the University of Surrey's 5G research center when it
opens in 2015. The university recently showed off its plans for the £35m center, which will use
the entire campus as its testing ground. More...
Ofcom Starts Consulting with Industry on 5G
Ofcom, the UK's communications regulator, expects an 80-fold increase in wireless data usage
by the year 2030, so they want to make sure they are ready. The agency has launched an
industry consultation to make sure that there will not be a "capacity crunch" in the coming
decades. More...
Ofcom to Trial White Space Technology for Rural Broadband
The UK regulator has also invited industry to participate in a trial of new white space technology
to deliver wireless broadband in rural areas. The trial locations will be determined after the
participating companies have been chosen. More...
New Mac Operating System Anticipates 5G
The beta version of Apple's Mountain Lion 10.8.4 OS contains code supporting 5G Wi-Fi. The
code was reportedly not present in the previous version of the OS. More...
Broadcom 5G Chip Wins Award
Broadcom's 5G Wi-Fi chip for smartphones and tablets has won the UBM Tech EE Times and
EDN Annual Creativity in Electronics (ACE) Award in the Ultimate Products?Wireless/RF
category. More...
Hong Kong Announces 5G Plans
As part of an announcement that it is studying how to launch 5G services, Hong Kong's Ministry
of Industry and Information Technology revealed that it has granted two companies, Suning and
Gome, licenses to operate 5G virtual mobile networks. The companies are expected to rent
spectrum from existing operators rather than create their own networks from scratch. More...

Trendnet Releases 802.11ac Wi-Fi Adaptor
Even though IEEE 802.11ac hasn't been finalized, some products are already hitting the market.
Trendnet will soon release a USB 3.0 Wi-Fi adaptor that it says will be able to handle 802.11ac
signals and speeds of up to 867 MB/S. More...
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